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! Michelle Breyer is one of the founders of the NaturallyCurly site, that i first discovered in the fall of
2010 -- when I also first found that I experienced wavy hair, following a lifetime of flat-ironing it.
Motivation to appreciate our curls! This and Curly Girl: The Handbook  While standing for the reason that
big box shop I remembered to open up this app and purchase instantly, greatest idea while standing in
their shop. both complement each other in wonderful ways.The book can help you determine your curl
texture and type and the best methods to look after your hair, based on that information. I liked the fact
that the reserve included sections for males and children, in addition to women because, in the end, we all
have hairAnd I love the average person journeys (with photos galore). In the early chapters, Breyer also
pulls in quotations from interviews that she carried out with people like Lorraine Massey and Ouidad,
which were fun elements to read.Even though I am utilizing the Curly Girl Method for on the subject of
7.5 years now, I learned plenty of new tricks, and also got great refreshers on things such as the Smasters
Technique.com, and also some new voices. If you're a new curl female struggling to embrace your curls,
you'll find the information in this book invaluable.Overall, this is a fantastic publication, one that I highly
recommend. Great purchase Great read up to now!!! I got plenty of good ideas. I just love her. Naturally
Curly.will be the two main books I'd suggest getting;Born with curly hair and hid this due to
embarrassment. Book covers guys’s hair, items and techniques. Learned so much that wasn’t obtainable
back during 70s-90s thanks partly to social media. That is a great book and it’s generally interesting to me
to learn how our stories of shame & frustration mirrors eachother. Don't choose the kindle version The
kindle version is awful. Great read for all curly girls! Excellent read I really like that it covers such a wide
array of topics. Makes me so happy to possess my 2c waves! A wonderful special event of wavy, curly,
and coily hair! Great reserve for curlies! Nobody particular philosophy or method is touted because the
best for everyone. I recommend buying the print version as the formatting and print size in the Kindle
edition is significantly off. It wasn’t available at among the big box stores locally, go figure. When you
have curly hair, or know somebody who does, THEY WANT THIS BOOK.A very important factor that
bothered me: in the first twenty-five roughly pages of the book, there was some type of editing mistake or
type about just about any page (including misspelled words, missing periods, and misplaced quote marks).
I appeared through this book while getting my first Deva haircut, and I fell in love with it. There are
various in the reserve who own curly hair care item lines, and though it does define texture, porosity, and
density, it generally does not really offer anything fresh as far as really determining what products are
good for your hair type. lOVED THE BOOK I ordered several books to provide to younger close friends
and, although I have over-eighty year old locks, I found it very helpful (e. What can I say about his
publication, nothing but that it's Amazing and I was honored to end up being apart of it as one of the
many models which are featured in it. Accept your Curls I have curly hair and We am learning how to
accept my curls.Having said that, I like this book, and will go back to it often to check out the pictures,
also to commit the overall information on curly hair to memory. That's, it's still learning from your errors,
which leads to item junkism (I am an admitted product junky).g., now I know that different sections of my
hair having minds of their very own is natural) and my curly-haired spouse is now perusing it for help.
Through the entire reserve are photos and mini "hair bios" of both popular numbers in the curly
blogosphere and from locks product companies, along with of regular people.What fun! I'm registering
for the LA program so I will get my books signed and meet the rest of "my community."Miriam Singer I
was fortunate enough to be a part of this book so .. Curly Girl Inspo! I was fortunate enough to become a
section of this book thus I'm a bit biased. But, I'll say that book is extensive in the info it provides with
understanding how to look after, and appreciate, frizzy hair. It's an excellent resource for everyone and
well worth the money. It's filled to the brim with details and inspiration.com in Book form Great reserve
that consolidates many popular voices in the curly hair community from Naturally Curly. CURL
NATION!!! I want they would've put more people in the book who were active on their forum, Curl Talk



over time. I now know how to treat & These ladies in this reserve are Fabulous and Amazingly beautiful
in their own unique way and Michelle which amazing photographer has taken out the beauty in every
folks in this book. I look at it twice a day because I want to see all of the textures of hair and various curl
patterns that are provided in this book. I would recommend any woman or man to purchase this
publication and support this gorgeous woman on the inside and out Ms. Makes a fantastic coffee table
read.!!! Hopefully it will not be my last time working with this amazing girl!!! God Bless you
Michelle!!Amazing resources for both curlies and wavies As a 2B/2C wavy, I have been worried before
purchasing this reserve that it would focus more on my curly brethren, but it does a nice work of giving
equal time to both. Well crafted with great photos Great information for all curlies, but could have
included even more for silver haired women and for non-ethnic hair. Women who aren't black and also
have silver hair need advice and there is not a lot of it in this book.! But those are my only two critiques.
My first and ONLY book I have been in since I proceeded to go Natural 8 years ago. style my locks. My
curly hair treatment philosopher had this publication in her suite yesterday and I experienced to buy! If
you need help to love your curls and to work with all kinds of ... If you need help to love your curls and to
work with all sorts of curls, buy this book NOW! Great stories from curlies, good designs, gives you good
product tips,and makes one simply love their curls. All you want to know about curly hair car! Everything
from profiles of wavy and curly folks who describe their particular hair treatment regimens to in-depth
descriptions of various styling methods, in addition to chapters on curly children and curly males. Still, it
is very informative and contains beautiful photos.! I thought it did an excellent work of covering every
locks type and consistency that falls beneath the classification of curly. I’d recommend this book for a
salon or any individual concerned about the care and maintenance of curly hair. This past year I finally
retired my flatiron and started a freedom curl journey by no means looked back. It is extremely difficult to
read text along with the pictures as well and you cannot start to see the full picture. The quality of the
reserve itself is certainly amazing and the webpages are glossy. Michelle Breyer, she's done a OUT
STANDING job ! I really like the diversity displayed. Certainly well researched and well put together. I
extremely recommend. If you are a curl veteran you'll absolutely like the picture taking and the stories.
Highly recommend this book for all types of curly girls Highly recommend this book for all types of curly
girls. After the starting, though, the editing was much better, though, and I didn't want to tag off a
celebrity for that. Learn to properly care for your curls!. The print is so small and you also cannot adjust
the printing to be bigger. While a lot of this info are available on the NC internet site, this book is an
excellent resource, one that I know I will refer back to.
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